
April, 2019

Our Mission: 
To Be in Service Providing Information to Polio Survivors, Post Polio Support Groups, 

Survivor's Families and their Caregivers.

April – the anniversary of the approval of the Salk Vaccine 

and World Immunization Week.
In honor of the 60th anniversary of this life saving vaccine, the PA. State Legislature voted 

unanimously in 2015, to name this month as “Polio Awareness Month.  As a result, we launch 

initiatives each year at this time.  These projects tie into our goal of Polio Awareness.

The World Health Organization made our 2019 initiative the most meaningful yet.  In January, 

they announced that “Vaccine Hesitancy” was one of the Top Ten Global Health Threats of 2019. 

“Vaccine hesitancy – the reluctance or refusal to vaccinate despite the availability of  

vaccines – threatens to reverse progress made in tackling vaccine-preventable diseases.   

Vaccination is one of the most cost-effective ways of avoiding disease – it currently  

prevents 2-3 million deaths a year, and a further 1.5 million could be avoided if global coverage

of vaccinations improved.

The reasons why people choose not to vaccinate are complex; a vaccines advisory group to 

WHO identified complacency, inconvenience in accessing vaccines, and lack of confidence are 

key reasons underlying hesitancy. Health workers, especially those in communities, remain 

the most trusted advisor and influencer of vaccination decisions, and they must be supported 

to provide trusted, credible information on vaccines.”

The words “trusted, credible information on vaccines” spoke to us.  The card (on the next page) 

has a direct link to credible information about immunization.  The links and videos on this page 

www.papolionetwork.org/vaccines are designed to help new parents understand more clearly, the 

enormous amount of respected information on this important 

topic.

Over the next year, we plan to distribute these cards to every

new parent in our State.  We are grateful to Rotary 

International and our Pa. State Immunization Coalition 

(reporting to the PA. Board of Health) for their support.  

We have Historical information about Dr. Jonas Salk and the

Salk Vaccine on our website.

(Check out the Historical and Vaccine video libraries).

We’re happy to bring a Polio Survivor story that will truly touch your heart.  
As part of this month of Polio awareness, we have The Witness Trees, (by Pa. Polio Network Team 

Member, Joe Randig).  THANK you Joe for your most touching essay.

We must thank Dr. Richard Bruno, HD, PhD for his dedication to bring 

important information to Polio Survivors all over the US and Abroad.  
This month’s newly published Bruno Byte article about talking to our physicians 

prior to any surgery, speaks to that dedication.

Pa. Polio Survivors Network
Information and Inspiration

for All Polio Survivors and Their Families

Serving the Keystone State and Beyond

www.papolionetwork.org
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NO Child Should Suffer from a Vaccine Preventable Disease.

The Pain and Disability Can Last a Lifetime.

https://www.papolionetwork.org/vaccines.html
https://www.papolionetwork.org/polio--vaccine-history.html
https://www.papolionetwork.org/polio-history-videos.html
https://www.papolionetwork.org/polio-vaccine-video.html


No Child Should Suffer from a 

Vaccine Preventable Disease.

The Pain and Disability

Can Last a Lifetime. 

Please Vaccinate 

Your Children. For additional information:

www.papolionetwork.org/vaccines

Polio Awareness Month 2019.

From Rotary International and The World Health Organization:

World Immunization Week,  April 24-30, 2019

Vaccines Work.

World Immunization Week aims to promote the use of vaccines to protect people of all ages 

against disease. Immunization saves millions of lives every year and is widely recognized as 

one of the world’s most successful and cost-effective health interventions. Yet, there are still 

nearly 20 million unvaccinated and under-vaccinated children in the world today.

The theme this year is Protected Together: Vaccines Work!, and the campaign will 

celebrate Vaccine Heroes from around the world – from parents and community members to 

health workers and innovators – who help ensure we are all protected through the power of 

vaccines.

Immunization saves millions of lives every year. Vaccination is one of the most successful 

and cost-effective health interventions. Yet outbreaks of diseases that vaccines could prevent 

continue to put children’s health at risk throughout the world.

Rotary knows firsthand that Vaccines Work. They have contributed more than $1.9 billion 

and countless volunteer hours to protect more than 2.5 billion children from polio. Take action 

and help Rotary International spread the word about the importance of vaccination..

Vaccines save lives, and the effort to end Polio is proof that Vaccines Work. World 

Immunization Week is an opportunity for the world to reflect on the work being done to protect 

children from vaccine-preventable diseases like polio, measles, and tuberculosis.

We are Polio Survivors.  We CAN be part of the Solution.

https://www.papolionetwork.org/vaccines.html
https://www.who.int/news-room/events/detail/2019/04/24/default-calendar/world-immunization-week-2019
https://www.endpolio.org/5-ways-rotary-is-making-progress-to-end-polio


The Witness Trees

By Joe Randig

Witness trees are, by definition, trees that are 

associated with an important historic person or

event and are memorials to both life and death.

Recently I had the opportunity to return to the 

hospital where I received twenty-two months of 

rehabilitation following polio in 1952. At that time 

it was known as the D.T. Watson Home for 

Crippled Children. (It has been a rehabilitation 

hospital for the past eighty-three years and is 

currently HealthSouth Rehabilitation Hospital of 

Sewickley, Pa.)

As I turned off the main road and started back the quarter-mile lane to the hospital I realized 

that it was exactly as it had been sixty-six years earlier.

The lane is a beautiful, winding drive lined on both sides by large, very old trees. Then it hit me. 

They were “witness trees.” I could almost hear them whispering, “Welcome back, Joe” just as they 

had so many times all those years ago.

The trees first welcomed me on a cool October day in 1952 but I 

didn’t see them as I was in the back of an ambulance.  I was very

sick, paralyzed from the waist down.  I didn’t know where I was.                 

After two months of rehab I was allowed my first visit home for

the Thanksgiving weekend. I was bundled up against the cold and

placed on the backseat of our 1940 something Packard. 

The drive from Sewickley to Butler was on a long winding road

known as the orange belt. The trip took over an hour with lots of 

right and left turns, up hills and down and a few forks in the road. 

(I’m sure my dad had many suspenseful winter drives taking me 

home for weekends then returning me again).

I don’t remember the day to day details of the time I lived there

(ages five to seven), as some of my memories are like looking at the 

world through a soft-focus camera lens.  I want to share those

memories that I do have, memories that will always be a part of me.

Near the hospital entrance there was an oddly located traffic light,        

odd because there was no intersection there. The light would turn 

from green to yellow to red and back to green just like all other traffic lights.

After I got my leg braces and learned to walk with crutches I became well acquainted with that 

light at the imaginary intersection. We used it to practice crossing the street. When we got to the 

other side we were challenged by a high curb that simulated stepping up into a bus. All this was 

done under the watchful eyes of the witness trees. I imagined them holding their breath, hoping 

that we would not spend months or even years being rehabilitated only to be killed because we 

couldn’t cross a street fast enough.

Education was not forgotten while in the Watson Home. There were two classrooms, one in the 

boys’ wing and one in the girls’ wing. They functioned like old fashioned one room school houses 

with one teacher. Some grades were taught in the morning and others in the afternoon.

I don’t remember any details of that schooling but I did pass first grade and have a photo and 

report card to prove it. 

David M. Oshinsky, in his book, POLIO AN AMERICAN STORY, describes the Watson Home as a 

“rather elegant facility” and it really was, especially in the eyes of a six year old. 

In addition to traditional hospital rooms and wards the home had numerous common areas 

with classic wood-covered walls and elaborate ceiling light fixtures featuring a zodiac theme. 
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https://www.pulitzer.org/winners/david-m-oshinsky


When I was in my final year there at the age of seven I was allowed to take my meals in the 

formal dining room. This was the kind of room found in fine homes, spacious, tastefully decorated 

and with thick carpeting. We dined at long wooden tables with matching chairs and ate on china 

with real silverware. Doctors and nurses ate on one side of the room and if we were well-behaved 

we earned the privilege of eating on the other side with the witness trees watching to be sure we 

had good manners and kept our elbows off the table. 

By the Spring of 1953 equipped with my new braces and crutches I was ready to explore the 

huge brick building surrounded by trees and acres of grass.  My two room mates and I felt like we 

had the run of the place as we played in the dirt under the shrubs and wandered the dirt roads on 

the outskirts of the property, all of it under the watchful eyes of the trees looming overhead. 

We discovered a pet cemetery, the power plant and a shop where braces were made. I can see 

the small fires in the forge and

hear the tink, tink, tink of 

hammers on red hot metal   

molding bars of steel to fit 

around tiny legs. 

When passing a room in the

hospital I would occasionally 

see an iron lung which 

reminded me of a submarine 

that could breathe.  That’s 

exactly what it was doing for 

the person inside. A motor ran

constantly creating a rhythmic

sound of air moving in and out 

. . . in and out. 

I also saw rocking beds, another life-saving device invented by my doctor, Jessie Wright. These 

were beds with motors that kept the bed in a constant seesaw motion, allowing air to flow in and

out of the patient’s lungs. 

As in so many situations, there were things I loved and things I hated.  One of the common 

treatments for paralyzed muscles was hot packs.  Pieces of wool were soaked in hot water then

wrapped around our legs in an effort to relax the muscles to make physical therapy easier. Anyone 

who ever had the hot packs placed on their legs will never forget the smell of wet wool. 

As much as I disliked the hot packs, there was something else I really hated: night splints. At 

bedtime, my legs would be strapped into straight, rigid splints from the tops of my legs to the tips 

of my toes. I did everything I could to remove them without getting caught by the nurses. 

What I liked the most was the pool. Hydrotherapy first became part of the rehabilitation at 

Watson in 1932.  The building I was in had a nice pool in a big bright room with that ever-present 

pool smell that was absent in the rest of the hospital.  I can still remember floating in the arms of a 

physical therapist. Perhaps I was high on pool chemicals, but I remember never wanting to leave 

that warm, comforting water.

As much as we were helped by the necessary rehabilitation some polio survivors speak of having 

been abused. I was never abused or mistreated in any way and happily never saw any abuse, but I 

believe the situation may have fostered some instances of it.  These were such difficult times for 

everyone involved. We were very sick children who were taken from our homes and parents.  We 

were placed in institutions filled with other very sick kids and unfamiliar adult faces. 

Fear, anxiety, sadness and disappointment were only some of the emotions faced daily by 

patients, parents and our caregivers. I understand that some of the children may have misbehaved 

as a way of coping with the stress.  Some of the caregivers may not have responded well to their 

behavior.

I sometimes wonder if any consideration was ever given to how we were being effected 

psychologically by what we were experiencing. The adults had each other to talk to but we children
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https://www.nytimes.com/1970/09/08/archives/dr-jessie-wright-is-dead-at-70-a-leader-in-therapy-for-polio.html
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children didn’t have the ability to express our feelings in a healthy way.  Yes, we were there to 

receive the help we needed to help us lead lives as full as possible in the future, but we were too 

young, and frequently too sick, to have any understanding of that.

All the while, the witness trees watched silently and kept their own counsel.

When I had regained strength and the ability to function with the braces, I was allowed more 

weekend visits home. Some of the children seldom saw their parents and never left the hospital. 

When my parents became aware of this they got permission from the administration to take some 

of the kids home with me, one at a time, for a few days. I like to think that this small kindness gave 

the kids some relief from the hospital routine and helped them to cope with their situation.

In May of 1952, a few months before my arrival at the Watson Home, the old trees had the 

honor of bearing witness to an important event. A young scientist named Dr. Jonas Salk brought 

his newly-developed polio vaccine to the hospital, and with the consent of parents, gave it to a 

small group of Watson Home patients making them the first children to receive the Salk vaccine.

In 1955 Dr. Salk returned to the Watson Home where he was welcomed by the witness trees and 

by me and my family.  The polio vaccine had been approved and 

Dr. Salk contacted the home seeking a group of volunteers to 

take part in a clinical trial which consisted of being given the 

vaccine then being monitored for several years.

By this time I had been discharged but continued to receive 

outpatient treatment. When asked, my dad did not hesitate; he 

signed up my family and we became part of the “Watson Home 

Group.”

We had our blood taken to see if our  bodies already had the 

polio antibody then we were given the vaccine. Over the next 

few months we were tested, given booster shots and tested 

again. For the next nine years my family and I returned once a 

year to have blood taken and checked to be sure our bodies 

were maintaining the antibody.  In 1964 Dr. Salk returned to the “Watson Home Group” to collect 

our final blood samples and bring his last clinical trial to an end.

Over one hundred years ago Pittsburgh attorney David Thompson Watson and his wife 

purchased the beautiful, sprawling summer estate overlooking Sewickley and named it Sunny Hill. 

Having no children of their own they started an orphanage for girls. With the outbreaks of polio and 

the need for rehabilitation hospitals the purpose of the estate changed and in 1935 the current 

hospital was built.  With the passing of both Mr. and Mrs. Watson in 1916, they never saw the full 

benefit of their dedication to caring for children. 

In the 1980s care was extended to adults but in the 1990s the trees oversaw the construction of 

new buildings and a return to the Watsons’ mission of caring for children, with the establishment 

of the Watson Institute dedicated to the out-patient care, 

education and rehabilitation of special needs children. 

It is estimated that between 1920 and 1970 3,200 children were 

cared for at the Watson Home.  Over all of those years the 

witness trees monitored the coming and going of doctors, nurses,

therapists, aids, cooks, housekeepers, groundskeepers and 

secretaries whose one purpose was to care for and restore the hurt

and broken bodies and spirits of the children and adults who 

needed their help. 

Their names may be forgotten by the world but every Spring 

when the beautiful witness trees come back to life every one of the

their thousands of leaves has a name on it: Dr. Salk, my name, 

maybe yours too, ensuring that we will never be forgotten.                   

The trees saw us all, and they remember. 

Acknowledgement(s) and Source Information for The Witness Trees is available -

https://www.papolionetwork.org/uploads/9/9/7/0/99704804/the_witness_trees_-_joe_randig.pdf


Preparing for Surgery

A Bruno Byte 
From Dr. Richard L. Bruno, HD, PhD  

Director, International Centre for Polio Education

“ “When Seconds Count” from the American Society of Anesthesiologists

In addition to Post-Polio Anesthesia Sensitivity be sure to tell your physician anesthesiologist 

about these additional issues:

•  Anesthesia Reaction. It’s important to share if you’ve had a bad reaction to anesthesia 

during previous procedures. Your physician anesthesiologist will ask detailed questions about 

what happened to adjust your anesthesia and prevent it from recurring.

•  Alcohol Consumption. More than two alcoholic drinks a day can increase your risk of side 

effects from anesthesia as well as affect the amount of anesthesia you’ll need. Your physician 

anesthesiologist needs to know if you drink and may request you abstain before surgery.

•  Chronic Health Issues. Many chronic health conditions can have repercussions for 

anesthesia, including diabetes, heart disease, allergies, liver or kidney disease, asthma, high 

blood pressure, obesity and seizures or other neurological disorders.

•  Heat Stroke or Suffered a Stroke. If you or a family member have ever had -

1. Heat stroke (a reaction to excessive heat when the body is unable to regulate its 

temperature) (or)

2. Suffered a Stroke - tell your physician anesthesiologist. Both can increase your risk of 

having a severe and potentially deadly reaction to anesthesia called malignant 

hyperthermia, which causes muscle rigidity and a sudden high fever.

•  Marijuana Use. Marijuana has a sedative affect and can interact with anesthesia, so it’s 

important to tell your physician anesthesiologist if you partake, whether by eating edibles, 

smoking or other methods. Further, smoking marijuana holds many of the same significant 

risks that smoking cigarettes does.

•  Medications. Many medications can affect anesthesia or pain management. Research shows 

a certain class of antidepressant can blunt the effects of some opioids. If you take it, the 

physician anesthesiologist may choose a different type of pain management. While some 

medications (such as blood pressure medications) should be continued even during surgery, 

others may need to be paused for a day or longer. Be sure to discuss all your medications so 

the physician anesthesiologist can determine the best course of action.

•  Supplements. Like other medications, certain supplements can interact with anesthesia. 

Many people take ginkgo biloba to improve their memory or ginseng as an immune system 

booster, but both can increase the risk of bleeding. Be sure to tell your physician 

anesthesiologist what supplements you take and the dosage. Bring your supplements to your 

presurgical appointment with your anesthesiologist, or take a picture of the list of ingredients 

with your phone.

•  Smoker. Smoking damages your heart and lungs and can lead to breathing problems during 

or after surgery. It also increases your risk of: developing pneumonia; needing a ventilator to 

help you breathe after surgery; suffering a heart attack during or after surgery; and reducing 

blood flow, which slows healing and increases the chance of infection. For these reasons, your 

physician anesthesiologist will likely ask you to stop smoking at least a week or more before 

the procedure. (And since you’ll heal faster if you don’t smoke while you recover, consider 

taking the opportunity to quit smoking altogether.)

https://www.papolionetwork.org/brunoarticles.html


•  Snoring/Sleep Apnea. If your snoring is caused by sleep apnea – in which breathing is 

interrupted during sleep – anesthesia is riskier because it slows breathing and increases 

sensitivity to side effects. Sleep apnea also can make it more difficult for you to regain 

consciousness after surgery. If you have sleep apnea, the physician anesthesiologist may 

adjust the sedative, keep you in recovery longer and prescribe non-opioid pain medications.

You should discuss these issues and any concerns you have when you talk to your 

anesthesiologist before surgery. For example, if you are concerned about taking opioids, your 

anesthesiologist can discuss alternatives. Your anesthesiologist also will ask you questions and 

may order tests before surgery, such as a cognitive screen to assess your mental function, 

especially if you are elderly. Based on the results of those tests, your concerns, the information 

you provide and your health, the anesthesiologist will adjust your anesthesia, pain 

management and directions for recovery.

To learn more about preparing for surgery, visit www.asahq.org/wscpreparingforsurgery. 

You also can download and print Preparing for Surgery: An Anesthesia Checklist and The Path 

to a Safe Surgery: Preparing for Anesthesia Begins with You to take with you to visit your 

anesthesiologist prior to surgery, as well as when you go to the hospital or outpatient clinic for 

the procedure. To learn more about the critical role physician anesthesiologists play before, 

during and after surgery, visit www.asahq.org/WhenSecondsCount.

The Full Article is available - https://www.asahq.org/whensecondscount/preparing-for-

surgery/?fbclid=IwAR28LRosLd1K7oZD5MMJ2XwmumeAnFxPlOXNAZzBzuXQzpwf6CXgL7jn0Hc

The Encyclopedia of Polio and Post-Polio Sequelae

contains all of Dr. Richard Bruno’s newly published and updated: 

articles, monographs, commentaries, videos and “Bruno Bytes” (Q & A articles). 

https://www.papolionetwork.org/encyclopedia.html

Are you looking for a specific topic?

The Encyclopedia Index (By Subject) is available on the Encyclopedia Home Page.

Anesthesia Warning Cards

It’s been three years since Dr. John Bach, 

MD, Dr. Richard Bruno, PhD, Dr. Selma 

Calmes, MD and the Canadian team of 

David A. Lambert, MD; Eleni Giannouli, MD; 

Brian J. Schmidt, MD joined together 

to be part of this updated card.

The card itself and ALL of their articles and 

biographies are easily accessible by going on to this 

page of our website: www.papolionetwork.org/-

anesthesia-warning

(or) through the scan code on the card. 

Because of it’s ease of use and easily available 

biographical information about the participants, 

we’ve had lots of good feedback from Polio survivors 

when they’ve used it prior to surgery.

Have you had a good response?

Send us your story. 
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https://www.asahq.org/whensecondscount/preparing-for-surgery/?fbclid=IwAR28LRosLd1K7oZD5MMJ2XwmumeAnFxPlOXNAZzBzuXQzpwf6CXgL7jn0Hc
https://www.papolionetwork.org/encyclopedia.html
https://www.papolionetwork.org/encyclopedia.html
https://www.papolionetwork.org/uploads/9/9/7/0/99704804/encyclopedia_of_polio_and_pps_index.pdf
http://www.papolionetwork.org/-anesthesia-warning
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Contact us:  Email:  papolionetwork@gmail.com    Phone:  215-858-4643

3365 Lace Leaf Dr.., Doylestown, Pa.   18902
We are a Registered 501C3 organization 

Always feel free to contact us.

Unless noted with the article, feel free to copy and share what you see.  Always give credit to 

the original source, include a visible, working link to our website:  www.papolionetwork.org

and email us a copy of what you “share”.   THANKS.

We are truly grateful for your kind words 

of support

Your generous donations are the key to 

helping our work continue.

http://www.papolionetwork.org/
https://www.papolionetwork.org/donations.html

